I've figured out a way to sort generations of us, anarchists.

this can't be good.


What about anarchists who've never been?

what are they cowards?

Well, what about anarchists who've been to more than one?

what are they stupid?

to Firestorm Café in Asheville
firestorm.cafe.com

to people who realize that diversity, not unity, is our strength, and respect that there are many, many different branches of anarchism but we're all on the same side.

Anti-Imperialist, Anti-Capitalist, Anti-Patriarchy, Anti-State, Anti-Copyright

The Super Happy Anarchist Fun Pages!

Spring '09

Featuring:

-Flashbacks!
- Bicycles!
- Gun Shows!
- Slang!
- Etc.!

Free like beer, Free like speech!
It's the latest craze*

PUNK TOURISM!

Our package deal includes:

- Punk Shows: Learn the dances of this exotic subculture. You’ll be the hit at your next cocktail party when you show off the “pogo” and the “circle pit”! Don’t worry, our experienced guides will keep you perfectly safe.*

- Dumpster Diving: We simulate the authentic trash-eating experience by stocking our clean, sanitary containers with food that’s falsely labeled as expired!

- Life-like Accommodations: Each of our luxury “squats” comes with a mini-bar (mad dog available by request), pissed bucket, and high-quality mattresses (on the floor in traditional style). For the truly adventurous, consider purchasing a police raid or scabies outbreak!

Call Punk Co-option Industries Today!

*Statement is unverified.
The problem with anarchists is that they’re great at knowing what they’re against but they don’t know what they’re for.

Actually, that’s not true at all. For over 150 years we’ve been presenting clearly articulated visions of potential political, economic, and social systems.

None. Anarchists are just anti, anti, anti.

Anarchism just isn’t feasible. It wouldn’t work.

Tell that to the Ukrainan peasants who organized an anarchist society, to the Spanish workers, to the uncounted tribes, to the Kriems when...

None, anarchy is just a pipe dream.

Anarchism is just a phase, you’ll grow out of it.

That’s it. I’m done listening to you.

See, anarchists are afraid of debate and critique.

Boy, we’ve had a lot of fun over the years. Do you remember the time we tried to assassinate Henry Clay Frick but failed?

Where is he?

I dunno. The paper says he should be here to give a speech.

Oh. That paper is from 1892, I guess that explains a lot.

And then we just attached this USB cable to the grid database...

You know that Wikipedia isn’t God, right?

And the look on your face when it actually worked...

Was nothing compared to the look on your face when I stole it to go back in time to kill Makhno instead.

 Silence, inside!

Ah, memories. Remember when you accidentally set that soup kitchen on fire and then justified it as a blow against liberal charitable activism?

This isn’t funny.

Yeah, “accidentally.”
But it hasn't been all fun and laughter around here, you know. We've dealt with some pretty serious issues. Like the time that you started taking caffeine pills so you could keep up your grades...

wakew! I'm on crazy pills! What's next? Crack cocaine? If I don't get an A, I'll kill myself!

umm... that wasn't me. That was Jessie from "Saved by the Bell."

Well, what about when you started selling pot to your therapist? And then your homeroom walked in on it?

Oh no! My father was killed by a dog overdose, and now the same thing is happening to you.

Okay, you clearly watch too many sitcoms. I have no idea where you get that from.

And then there was the time that your partner had a gambling problem, and you had to sell your pride to pay off their debt.

Yay... you said you'd never tell anyone about that.

I have pots on my head. Laughter.

Hey, cool, there's a gun show this weekend! You mean this gun show?

Hey, Kasia, want to go to the gun show with us?

Hey, squid, wanna come to the gun show?

Is it this gun show?

Is this going to be a joke involving muscles?

cause these pythons are sick!

So first I saw the homeland security recruiting booth, then a table of Nazi memorabilia. But then I had a great conversation about the legal rights of homeowners to shoot police on their property. I'm so conflicted.

I'm just not used to it.

Check out these sweet post-leftist bumper stickers! I bought "impeach Obama", "destroy communism", "Obama is a socialist and wants to take your guns away."

Uhhm, these ain't post-left stickers, these are right-wing stickers. You say potato, I say...

No, No, No.

Friends.

I shoplifted you a machete.

Really?

For me?

Friends.
Alright, I'll holla at you if I see the S.O.: six up! I said cheese it, it's the fuzz. what? what the hell are you talking about?

WE'D RATHER THAT THERE AIN'T A GOVERNMENT...

oh. The police are here.

Yeah, remember when you were a bad houseguest? Who used my towel and then left it on the floor? And peed on it?

or that time you were traveling and...

Woops! I slipped and fell face-first into dog poo.

or that time you got really drunk at that dance party?

Hey everyone! As of today, I insist you call me Count Dancula! If you don't, I'll yell at you for not respecting security culture.

None of these things actually happened. You're just making up embarrassing stories about me. Well that's what nemesis is for.

We're not nemesis, we're lovers.

None, nemesis and lovers are not the same thing.

No! Nemesis and lovers are not the same thing!

And besides, it's nemesis, not nemesis...
I'm so sick of all these false solutions to environmental problems. New lightbulbs, solar panels, hybrid SUVs, soy, bicycle... wait. Bicycles?

Yeah, especially fixies. Eh, nothing I guess. I just hate bike jocks.

The fixed-gear is like a return to antiquated technology! The kickstand mechanism, the derailleur, these things were invented for a reason.

Woohoo!

The fixed-gear is 3-5 bucks.

I don't have any money. I'm a traveling direct action activist.

It's a benefit.

Hey, the show is a benefit. We're asking 3-5 bucks.

Sorry, I don't have any money. You want one of these fancy beers I bought?

Isn't that your guest bike locked up?

Hey, the show is a benefit. Um... with the band?

Sigh.

Hey, we're asking like 3 bucks.

I don't have any money. I only came here because this is the main social event of the week.

It's for the Earth First! folks who got arrested.

None of whom could have afforded to come, since they, like me, spend all of their time as volunteer activists.

So do you take back all the smack you were talking on fixed-gear riders?

I'm just transferring my condemnation to their short-brimmed hats.

Mean, hey, check it out! They invented a messenger bag with side straps! They call it a "backpack."

No.

You're right. And I have a solution for both our problems.

Yeah?

Hey, that's my bike!